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Introduction 

The term stress often is used to describe medical, psychological, biological 
and physical conditions. It denotes a 'system of power' that causes strain or 
even produces deformity that damages the 'host' system. The factors 
producing 'stress' are referred to as: a stressor. For Michal (1992) such 'outer 
disturbing factors' are the direct result of a stressor. Stress is the affect or 
influence of a stressor on a particular system. In the case of a landscape, the 
system consists of biotic, abiotic and human elements, and 'stress' represents 
all the deformities that exist in a system. Every impulse that exceeds 
standard levels of intensity within a system (whether physiological, natural, 
generally social or economic) is called: stress (or pressure, strain, disturbing 
force, trouble, and difficulty). It represents an extraordinarily powerful even 
intensive phenomenon resulting in a series of deviations from common 
fluctuations. Reactions to stress include resistance (effective) or the opposite 
- inertia. The ability to react to 'stress' is related to the ability to compensate 
(remove) the effects. The first phase of the reaction to stress stems from the 
principle of resilience. Resistance in this case is interpreted as successful. 
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However, in the final phase a system either collapses (changes its character) 
or is neutralized by the stress and continues to function. The 'stress' can be 
thus set off wholly, incompletely or if the 'stress' is not compensated for at all, 
the system will collapse. Ingegnoli (2002) also argues that if the source of the 
stress is constant (chronic) or even too strong, this will lead to what is termed: 
endangering the 'health' of a landscape. 

v The theory of landscape ecological stressors was developed in Slovakia 
(Suriova, Izakovicova 1995; Atlas krajiny Slovenskej republiky 2002). Others, 
Lipsky (1998), Erickson (1999), Antrop (2000), or Ingegnoli (2002) also use the 
terms environmental stressor, anthropopressure or landscape strain to 
describe forms of degradation of the natural landscape, natural conditions 
otherwise seen as: landscape pathology or anthropogenic disturbances. 

The identification of such anthropogenic stressors and accounting for these 
through the concept of 'stress' reveals humans' influences inion the landscape. 
The advantage of using terms like 'stress' and 'stressor' helps in identifYing 
the causes as well as the consequences of such environmental effects. Stress 
is used to describe a meaning broader than its usual context. It covers both 
'stress' in the natural and the human landscape subsystems. We can talk 
about it in connection with all landscape components (natural and human). 
Stressors also include disturbances, but not only these. Included too are the 
transformations of land use through anthropogenic activities or noise, odour 
et cetera. Stress in the human subsystem (e.g. social pathological phenomena, 
delinquency, unemployment, divorce rate, the rate of natives) and its 
consequences on the landscape character, landscape structure, and landscape 
ecological processes, very often remain unnoticed although it is a significant 
force to "landscape" a system (Hobbs 1997, Risser 1999). Efforts have been 
made to also quantify the rate of anthropopressure through a ratio that 
includes land use types (Skowronek et al. 2005). But these are partial views 
that reflect only certain given environmental issue. The environmental stress 
assessment can be one of the most suitable methodological concepts to 
ascertain landscape development trajectories (cf. Conway, Lathrop 2005; 
Pauleit, Ennos, Golding 2005). 

In our research we asked the following questions: 
How will ecological and social stress evolve in different landscape types and 
at various time periods? 
Is it possible to integrate social and ecological stress into a comprehensive 
indicator to predict what the complex/negative effects of humans are on 
landscape subsystems? 
Can the changes in ecological and human stresses be related to each other? 
If so, which has the greater dynamics? 

- What are the reasons for the most striking way in which changes in the 
intensity of stressors can be noted as well as in the subsequent occurrence 
of stress? 
Where are we to look for the main driving forces? 

- What connections are there between individual partial variables? 

Case study: the northwestern part of Czechia 

The research includes the three studies conducted alongside the 
Czech-German borderland (the northwestern part of Czechia) where the 
areas are marked by partially different development, mainly induced by 
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Fig. 1 - Study areas Bilina, Petrovice and Trebenice and their surroundings within the 
northwestern part of Czechia. 

different geographical conditions, and then these were analyze in terms of 
land use and environmental stress changes from the mid 20th century 
(Fig. 1). 

The northwestern part of Czechia was in the past a "barometer" to 
measure fundamental changes in the development of the Czech landscape. 
The changes were mostly brought about by industrialization and 
urbanization processes causing ecological problems as far back as the Saxon 
towns of the mid 19th century. In the 1950s the environmental stresses 
increased and by the 1980s (30 years later) this former region known as 
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Czechoslovakia was in need of critical interventions. At this stage all the 
natural components of the landscape system were damaged. This high 
environmental stress now also is visible in the health and demographical 
variables of the population. 

The study area where the environmental stress has the highest intensity is 
represented by the Bilina area. This study includes the town of Bilina and 
wider still, also the destroyed settlements. The second, slightly different type 
of arEfa is more hilly, the border area of Petrovice that lies northwest of the 
city U sti nad Labem. The Petrovice area is mountainous, the areas of the Ore 
Mountains (Krusne hory) significant for its dynamic development until the 
end of the 19th century. Its subsequent stagnation - both economic and 
demographical development - further more after World War II resulted in 
markedly regressive trends that have changed not only the function but the 
character of the landscape. The third study area is Trebenice where the 
indications are that this is an intensively agriculturally exploited landscape. 
Here the landscape function remained stable during its whole development. 
The Bilina, Petrovice and Ti"ebenice areas are different analogical landscape 
types in the northwestern part of Czechia. 

Environmental stress: methodological concept 

The negative influence on the landscape, i. e. of the changes of the 
environmental stressors that cause ecological or social stress in the 
landscape, generally can be grouped according to different characteristic 
periods of human history (Agnew, Livingstone, Rogers 1996). We can 
distinguish three basic evolution phases in the development of societies 
(Hampl 1998): 

The pre-industrial period characterized and detennined by natural 
subsystem, the distribution of settlement structures and economic 
activities. 
The industrial society marked by the development of a secondary sector 
that has distinct dynamics of change. Ecological detenninations gradually 
are overcome and the role of socio-geographical factors increase (Berry 
1973; Broek, Webb 1978). In our case, this phase is represented by the so
called totalitarian period (the German occupation and the period of 
communism) which actually represents the final phase of the industrial 
society and a decline from the natural trajectory of Western Europe (here 
certain features of a post-industrial society are already revealed). For the 
northwestern part of Czechia this period means a break in the existing 
continuity of development. 
The post-industrial society in the Czechia is characterized by an intensive 
development of communication and infonnation contacts (pressure on 
transport and communication networks) and by developing tertiary 
economic sectors such as services and tourism. In the settlement structure 
there appears to be an integration of all systems. Also, trends focus on 
depopulating developmental tendencies in large cores ("gravity centers, 
nodes") in the place of areas in their background (Hampl et al. 2001). 
We will focus on the last period of the industrial society in Czechia, i. e. on 

the totalitarian period, and on the post-industrial phase, where the essential 
changes of the ecological and social stress development in the study areas can 
be documented. 
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Fig. 2 - The general scheme of the stressor influences and stress occurrence in the 
landscape system 

Marsh, Grossa (2004) consider the presence of the excessive environmental 
stress level in the landscape system to be the basic factor distinctively 
determining the so-called environmental quality. The environmental quality, 
as a fundamental attribute of the landscape system, is threatened by synergic 
influences of environmental stressors on both natural and human subsystems 
(Fig. 2). 

In the methodical procedure of the ecological and social stress 
accounting we divide the period of the second half of the 20th century 
(totalitarian and post-industrial period) into five time horizons for which 
there are valid databases available. Approximately in 1950 the final stage 
of the industrial period begins. In the totalitarian period environmental 
stressors start to intensify dramatically. The two following time horizons 
(1970 and 1980) indicate dynamic changes in the totalitarian era. This 
ends in the year 1990 when the post-industrial period arrives. The last 
horizon - 2005 - documents the phase of inhibition of stressors in the post
industrial period. 

The focus of the article is to obtain our own methodology to assess the 
environmental stress and the latter's application in specific geographical 
conditions. The methodology of evaluating the ecological and social 
environmentallqad developed by The Research Institute of Constructing and 
Architecture (VUV A) in Prague in 1991, becomes an accounting system for 
ecological load evaluation as well as experimental and social load evaluation 
(Andel 1993). The VUV A methodological concept was applied to the whole 
territory of Czechia in 1991. Comparative studies in development after 1989 
~sed identical parameters to measure conditions in eight study areas in the 
Usti nad Labem region in 2001 (Balej 2004). 
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Fig. 3 - The DPSIR scheme "Driving forces - Pressures - State - Impact - Response". 
Source: Jesinghaus (1999). 

The environmental stress in the study area indicates the influence of the 
stressors that are located both within the area and also in areas beyond its 
borders. The effects of environmental stressors don't respect administrative 
boundaries. From the terminolOgical reference the stress follows internationally 
recognized methodolOgical schemes evolved on the basis of the EEA concept 
(European Environmental Agency; Jesinghaus 1999). Environmental stress 
accounting reflects the anthropogenic pressures in the DPSIR scheme ("Driving 
forces - Pressures - State - Impact - Response", Fig. 3). 

A fundamental point of the methodological procedure is to choose the 
indicators and then to represent these according to their particular features 
in the natural and human subsystems (Andel 1993). The accounting process 
is done in correspondence with similar methods that are based on a set of 
rating points. The maximum interval of the chosen indicator for a monitored 
area then is divided into quartiles. Values are assigned to each as follows : in 
the range of low (quartiles Q1=O), below the average (Q2=1), above-average 
(Q3=2) and high (Q4=3). These then are multiplied by relevant weights (e. g. 1 
or 2). Naturally the hierarchy level is important. In the environmental stress 
accounting, the variation interval for individual indicators with hierarchy 
level increases and there can even be different scale of rating points. The 
following environmental stress assessment is valid for any other territory. 

For the purpose of the ecological stress accounting (EcoS) we first notice the 
degree of degradation of the relief and soils (Tab. 1). For the northwestern part 
of Czechia a distinctive anthropogenic topography transformation is typical 
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Tab. 1 - Ecological stress indices 

Group Index Indicator Specification Weight* 

Relief and soils At Degree of anthropogenic Presence of anthropogenic 2 
degradation transformation landforms in 

A. Potential aeolian and Degree 1 
water erosion 

Ao Dumping places Degree 2 

Air pollution A4 Air pollution S02' NOx, J.lg.m-3 2 
air dust 

A5 Local sources of air t.km-2 1 
pollution 

As Noise and emission intensity and frequency 2 
of traffic 

Water quality A7 Surface water course quality factor 2 
quality 

Biota A8 Forestal air pollution prevailing category A - F 1 
zones 

A;, Ecological stability index ratio of relatively stable 1 
and unstable land 

AlO Barriers length of artificial- 2 
transportational 
ways km.km-2 

Note: *according to the assessment made by team of international experts 

(e. g. the surface mining of brown coal and quarries for building stone -
trachytes and phonolites). These have consequences not only the functional 
disturbances of the natural subsystem but also in terms of the devaluation of 
the total visual landscape's quality (Balej 2004). The presence of illegal and 
controlled dumping land-fills was evaluated by using a 0-3 rating scale. The 
potential of water and wind soil erosion was calculated by means of the 
Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) as defined by Wischmeier, Smith (1978). 
Air quality was monitored on the basis of emission concentrations of solid 
materials, S02 and NOx and also by the indicator of the air pollution from 
local sources (namely from houses heated by solid energy sources). The surface 
water quality is represented by the indicator of the quality of the water in 
streams. Ecological stress in the vegetation cover reflects of emission zones of 
forest areas (the proportion of forest areas with deteriorated health state, that 
is: the defoliation oftreetops measured in %), and the ecological stability index 
according to Michal (1992) (ratio of ecologically relatively stable and labile 
land use types). With respect to the completeness of the information about the 
stress in the natural subsystem the barrier effect calculation and the presence 
of noise or odour cannot be omitted. The landscape fragmentation first of all by 
transportation barriers (Andel et al 2005) was calculated as the density of 
transportation lines (railway and roads) with individual stages being moreover 
weighted by the intensity of traffic (by the number of vehicles or trains passing 
on them within 24 hours). The ecological stress (EcoS) is given by 
where w stands for the weight (1 or 2), n indicates the number ofindicators 1 
till 10 and An is the indicator of ecological stress. 
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Tab. 2 - Social stress indices 

Group Index Indicator Specification Weight* 

Population change Bj Natality 5 years average 1 
B2 Natural increase 5 years average 1 
Bg Index of vitality preproductive / 2 

postproductive 

Family relation B4 Divorce rate 5 years average 1 
B5 Incomplete families number 2 

Economic relation Bs Index of education university / elementary 2 
B7 Unemployment 5 years average 2 

Spatial relation Bs Natives in % 2 
Bg Migrational balance 5 years average 2 
BjQ Migrational change 5 years average 1 

Note: *according to the assessment made by team of international experts 

Social stress (SocS) reflects social aspects which we consider as having a 
negative effect on 0 human beings. A set of evaluating indicators should 
therefore indicate basic population features (Tab. 2). The population 
movement is evaluated by three indicators - the vitality index (rate of pre
productive and post-productive component), the level of the birth rate and the 
natural growth. In the case of the municipality scale of the research it is 
important to work with the last two mentioned indicators and a five-year of 
averages to eliminate random phenomena. Family disturbance indicates the 
rate of incomplete to complete families and we set the divorce rate as the 
number of divorces per 1,000 inhabitants in the given five-year period. We 
monitor the economic features with the help of the unemployment rate. As in 
the totalitarian period it did not exist statistically and it is correct to work 
with this indicator only in the last time horizon rather than to abstract from 
it. In the environmental stress methodological concept it nevertheless acts as 
an indicator which for the territories not having gone through the totalitarian 
era is not substitutable. An important indicator is the educational structure 
monitored via the index of education calculated as the proportion of 
inhabitants with university/college to those with basic education. Indicators 
monitoring the spatial movement of inhabitants form a distinctive group. 
They testify implicitly about the relationship of the inhabitants to the 
territory where they live. One of the indicators is the ratio of inhabitants born 
in the living place, the second is the migration balance indicating 
attractiveness or on the contrary unattractiveness of the study areas, and the 
third is the migration turnover testifying about a labile or stable relation to 
the living place. Both of the last indicators are, with respect to the possible 
contingency, monitored in a five-year time horizon (Haggett 1975). The social 
stress (SocS) is given by 

10 

SocS = Lw*Bn 

n=1 

where w is for the weight (1 or 2), n indicates the number of indicators 1 till 
10 and Bn is the indicator of social stress. 
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Results 

The "strongest" stressing factor, from the point of view of the influences 
rate on other components of the natural subsystem, are stressors causing 
'stress' in the air and which consequently and synergistically have an effect 
on the whole natural subsystem. Figure 4 shows the development of the A4 
indicator, which was changed in the most dynamic way. 

The ecological stress development confirms dynamic changes in the impact 
of the most prominent stressors especially where power stations produce 
multiplicative stressing effects on landscape components (Fig. 5). The high 
increase of the ecological stress until 1990 is connected to both air pollution 
and also the increasing deterioration of forest growth. Also affected are an 
increase in anthropogenic soil and relief transformation and a decrease in the 
quality of surface streams. On the other hand, there has been a markedly and 
even dynamic decrease in ecological stress after 1990 in all the study areas 
but this is compensated by stressing effects of increased traffic intensity. 
There also has been the affects of intensified noise and transport emissions, 
the expanding landscape fragmentation, the non-decreasing degree of the 
anthropogenic relief and soil transformation and a non-improving state in 
health of the forest growths. The amplitude of the ecological stress changes 
has reached, in this second half of the 20th century, its maximum values in 
Tfebenice area (more than 300 %), in Petrovice area (almost 300 %) and in 
Bilina area (more than 200 %). Among these three study areas Bilina is worse 
hit in that this area exceeds others as a distinctively impaired natural 
subsystem. It reaches the highest values in all monitored indicators of the 
ecological stress. 

Environmental stress (EnviS) is the sum of stress in two subsystems (social 
and natural): 

10 10 

EnviS = Lw*Bn + Lw*An 

n=1 n=1 

where w is the weight (1 or 2), n indicates the number ofindicators from 1 till 
10 and An and Bn are indicators of ecological and social stress respectively. 

While some partial indicators may act in different ways and even include 
opposite directions (such as registering positive immigration in the social 
subsystem but negative in relation to the natural one), in general such 
variability does not pose a significant problem.! 

The totalitarian period (the German occupation and the period of 
communism between1939-1990) is a final phase in the Czechia industrial 
society. For the northwestern part of Czechia this means a break with 
existing development practices and opening up to a dynamic growth of the 
ecological and social stresses. This turning point then also is, besides the 
intensive increase in anthropogenic stressors, connected to strong migration 
movements. The latter refers to the transfer of Germans to "new" settlements 
on the borderland. This relocation of the German population here and 
movement of people from the Czech interior have resulted in changes both 
quantitative and qualitative in character. The insufficient occupancy for 

1 The relation of indicators in both subsystems has been analysed by correlation coeffici
ents and will be further analysed in a future research. 
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emigrating population between 1930 and 1950 had resulted in a population 
deficit for Petrovice area of approx. 72 %, for Bilina area 30 % and for 
Tfebenice area 25 %. Other significant indicators include nationality, age 
categories and changes in economic development. This new settlement has 
certain distinguishing albeit negative specifics: a higher ethnic heterogeneity, 
an unfavorable educational structure and a distinctive social pathology (i. e. 
delinquencies, drug addiction, steep divorce rates). On the one hand these 
settlement gravity towns have grown dynamically but on the other there has 
been a "collapse" of the structure in the smaller settlements. Also there have 
been a number of settlements that have been abandoned in the post-war non
settlement period, such as the territory of the Czech-German borderland. In 
Petrovice area two-thirds of the settlements have disappeared. However, 
because of the brown coal mining in the Bilina area, the town of Bilina still 
remains as one out of eight settlements. Here new 'in-coming settlers' now 
live and have lost their historical connections to their landscape. In 1990 the 
proportion of natives in Petrovice area reached only 25 %. From the aspect of 
view of migration there are strong labile tendencies (resulting in a high 
migration turnover). In the totalitarian period a constant high negative 
migration balance resulted in the younger generations moving into larger 
towns. This had an effect on the life expectancy index with pronounced family 
disturbances noted as well as a rise in the number of 'incomplete' families. 
Throughout the totalitarian period the social stress factors continuously 
increased to reach a peak towards the end of the period (with gross 
accelerations in the 1980s). 

In the post-industrial period social stress again decreased and regressed to 
the levels noted at the beginning of totalitarianism (Fig. 5). These changes are 
apparent from research in the development tendencies of study areas. Here 
different geographic conditions, the population, social and natural features 
are brought in. A crucial point in social stress development is then the year 
1990. This was when the areas being studied here neared almost identical 
levels (about 25 points). The social stress in Tfebenice and Bilina areas then 
dramatically accelerated in this second half after a period of stagnation in the 
first half of the totalitarian period. This was due to decreases in the vitality 
index, a lowering of the natural growth index and a loss of migration through 
unattractive migrating prospects. On the contrary, in the Petrovice area the 
social stress remained very high from the beginning of the totalitarian period; 
there was a distinctive increase in the first half of the totalitarian period (the 
loss of the migration through factors of un-attractiveness) after which a phase 
of stagnation followed. In the post-industrial period the social stress in the 
areas studied develops in quite different ways. In the Tfebenice area there is 
a decreases due to a positive migration balance and an advancement in 
natural growth and surprisingly too in the educational structures. In the 
Petrovice area similar tendencies are evident. Here there is a dynamically 
expanding rate of natives that guarantees/consolidates the wholes area's 
social stability. The situation in the Bilina area however is different; here the 
positive changes of indicators assert themselves with great difficulties. 

Correlation analysis showed mutual cohesion of some indicators (e. g. 
natives or migration balance). It also revealed the existence of negative 
correlations in cases where groups of social stress were indicated nationwide 
or within Central European tendencies (e. g. population decline, divorce rate, 
increasing of the rate of single-parent families). Local specifics are not 
reflected such as spatial movement or economical relations. This is 
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Tab. 3 - The present-day typology of the study areas from the point of view of anthropogenic 
stressors effects and the environmental, ecological and social stresses (1950-2005) 

Indicator Mining-urban Recreational Agricultural 
Geolocation regionallyexposed semiperiphery periphery 

Location basin mountainous lowland 
(m above sea level) (195-215) (450-750) (170-260) 
The level of EcoS high low relatively low 
The level of SocS high relatively low Low 
The level of EnviS EcoS>SocS EcoS>SocS EcoS=SocS 

Bilina Petrovice Tfebenice 

documented through correlation indexes between groups. Natality, for 
example, has a high correlation with one-parent families (0.754) and a 
negative one with the natives ratio (-0.654) and the index of education (-
0.717). Inside these groups more or less expected correlations can be found, 
e.g. natives' ratio and migration balances (0.735). In the frames of the 
ecological stress it is shown that individual indicators of the ecological stress 
intensify synergistically (a positive correlation index). Low values of 
correlation indexes with the group of "biota" indicators document a different 
character of this component within the natural subsystem. The 
developmental inertia of qualitative parameters is stronger in this case. Also, 
dynamics and variability are less intensive. 

On the basis of the ecological, social and environmental stresses 
development, in the combination with the geographic-location factors a very 
simplified typology can be drawn (Tab. 3): the first type - regionally exposed 
areas with the prevailing mining and urban functions of the landscape are 
characterized by a high ecological and social stress, whereas the ecological 
stress exceeds the social stress significantly; the second type - the semi
periphery with the recreational function - has a low level of stress where 
social stress dominates over ecological stress. This then can be differentiated 
from the third type on the periphery that carries an agricultural function and 
where the ecological and social stresses reach balanced values. The results 
verify the occurrence of the given types as representatives of larger territorial 
units of the northwestern part of Czechia. The first type represents 
polycentric core basin areas under the Ore Mountains with the dominating 
energy industry and mining function. The second type exemplifies the Ore 
Mountains plateaus, from the greater part a marginal territory abandoned 
and after the transfer of the German population permanently under-settled 
with weakened historical relations to the landscape. The 3rd type is typical 
for intensively agriculturally managed territory with fertile soils suitable for 
plant production. 

Discussion and conclusions 

Prognoses suggest that by the year 2010 the emission concentrations will 
decrease to 10 J.lg m-3. In the next years still a slight decrease can be expected 
for the ecological stress and then rather stagnation. There may be even a 
minor increase. In the connection with the presupposed escalation of the 
electric power output or more precisely opening of heat power station blocks 
in the next years there can arise possible changes in the concentrations of 
sulphur dioxide or nitrogen oxides. The growing traffic intensity will 
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Tab. 4 - Main driving forces in the northwestern part of Czechia 

Year Driving forces EcoS SocS EnviS 
(intensity) 

1945 transfer of Germans, high landscape loss of the relations xx 
disruption of historical permeability, finely of man with the 
relations, traditions and grained mosaic landscape 
customs, break off of patches 
across-the-border 
cooperation 

1948 central planning, the end landscape unification high migration xxx 
of private property, 1 ,t - collective openfields turnover 

"<:l collectivisation wave, 0 . .: depletion of settlement Q) 

0- structure, new .: colonisation oj . .: 
oj 

1970 chemical industry growing air and river negative migration ~ xxxx ca development, 2nd pollution balance +' 
0 collectivisation wave, Eo-< 

development of quarry 
coal and bulding stone 
mining 

1980 development of second culmination of air effort to steady xxxxx 
dwelling, power and surface stream population - "death 
engineering, construction pollution, grant", prefab 
of prefab housing estates, forestdecline, housing estates 
dynamical decrease of monoculture planting 
surface water quality 

1990 market economy, improvement of air lowering of xxxxxx 
privatization and and surface streams migration turnover, 
restitution, building of quality increase of natives 

"<:l sewage processing plants, 
0 

gasification, . .: 
Q) 

rehabilitation of 0-

ca landscape . .: 
+' 

2005 building of transport noise and traffic 00 positive migration xxx ;:s 
"<:l infrastructure, tourism emissions, damaged balance, .: 
:c develoment, forest growths, strengthening of 00 
0 suburbanisation and anthropogenic identity of man with 0... 

urbanisation trends, dagradation of soil a landscape 
reclaiming works, and relief, barriers 
damping of surface 
mining 

definitely contribute to increased toxic levels. The variability of emission 
concentrations of solid polluting particles in the air, namely in rural areas 
and during winter months, is dependent on the in which real use of 
ecologically-more-friendly fuels in households. The air emissions of the 
polluting agents possess many additional effects on the other components of 
the natural subsystem. Also insulation intensity is decreased through the 
higher degree dust particles present in the air (PMIO). It has been noted that 
in topoclimatic conditions the air circulation has declined. The influence of 
the precipitations acidity on the chemical soil characteristics belongs among 
the most prominent impacts on other landscape components. Due to the acid 
rainfalls, the pH factor of soils in the northwestern Czechia has dropped by 
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an approximate average of 0.5 degree during the 1971-1981. It is hard to 
anticipate whether there will be improving tendencies within the indicators 
that relate to anthropogenic soil and relief transformations. It is expected 
that the health state of the forest growths will stagnate in direct relation to 
the soil pollution. Also, the global climatic changes will affect the planted 
spruce tree monocultures in lower locations and these will suffer from more 
distinctive damage. Increasingly, however, there is a tendency to respond to 
the intensity of the line stressors. Since the 1980s a twofold (in some cases 
even more) increase in the carrying capacity of the communications by 
vehicles has occurred. This increase has an unambiguous stress effect that 
results in higher landscape fragmentation and also alongside intensified 
communications and increased traffic. The noise and emissions from the 
transport will thus increase. 

Driving forces are a decisive factor in the environmental stress 
development (Tab. 4). The determining driving forces in the first phase of the 
totalitarian period were the transfer of the German population and the 
following non-settlement. It caused a break of continuity in the landscape 
trajectory and also the relationship between humans and the landscape. The 
second phase (after 1948) was distinguished by the abolition of private 
property, the collectivization and by negative developmental trends in the 
settlement structure. The environmental stress was increased namely by 
landscape "unification", homogenization (both of the function and the 
structure) and by a high migration turnover (lability of settlement). New 
settlers from the Czech interior were often unsuccessful in "growing together" 
with their place of living. The question is: Is a landscape a scene we are 
looking at, or a world we are living in? (Wylie 2007). The third phase of the 
totalitarian era (after 1970) is distinguished by a high pressure on the natural 
subsystem (the development of the quarry coal mining, energy and chemical 
industries). As the ecological stress increases dynamically, this has a 
consequent effect attached to the loss of the landscape attractiveness. Also, 
this results in "changing the polarity" balance of the migration to a negative. 
This tendency culminated in the threat of an ecological disaster in the 80s: the 
culmination of air and water pollution and, forests in decline etc. The 
disturbance of the natural subsystem shows itself negatively on the state of 
health of the population. The emigration of the inhabitants is regulated 
politically and in the form of so-called stability bonuses commonly known as: 
"death grants". 

The predominant driving forces in the post-industrial period are connected 
with the market economy and necessarily also with applying ecological 
disposals. The air quality and water in surface-streams is markedly 
improving, limits are being placed on coal mining and there is evidence of the 
landscape being reclaimed. Improvement to the quality of the environment is 
also attracting tourism which boosts the migration balance from a negative to 
a positive orientation. Slowly the identity of humankind with the landscape 
is strengthened. 

Between the totalitarian and the post-industrial periods we can find 
essential changes of the environmental stress development. While the 
totalitarian era is characterized by the dynamic increase of the ecolOgical 
stress and by a certain shift ("delay") of the social stress, in the post-industrial 
period we identify a decrease of the ecological stress and again with a definite 
shift also of the social stress. This fact together with the twofold higher 
amplitude of changes in the ecological stress as compared to the social one 
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thus undoubtedly testifies about a higher dynamic of the natural subsystem 
and about a higher persistence of the social subsystem. Regarding the 
indicators used in the research, those proposed by the authors and then 
refined by the team of international experts, this conclusion indicates taht the 
higher "vulnerability" of the natural subsystem, the greater the complexity of 
the social subsystem. Notwithstanding, it has to be mentioned that using 
another set of indicators (according to data accessibility and relevancy), this 
conclusion may not be valid generally. An important role is undoubtedly 
played by a greater merging of social items and where certain negative trends 
now can be neutralized by opposite tendencies. It is shown that for e.g. air or 
water quality changes, heading toward a positive development, can be carried 
out in a relatively shorter time horizon, whereas in the social subsystem 
changes can be reached only in a relatively long time horizon. Differences 
surface within individual components of the natural subsystem. It turns out 
that abiotic elements likewise are subject to developmental changes more 
quickly than biotic ones. The stress caused by polluted air decreases far more 
dynamically than the stress induced for e.g. by the deterioration of forest 
growths or soil acidification. Other argument is the unimproved health of 
forests in the Ore Mountains even after a rapid decrease of emissions 
concentrations. 
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Shrnuti 

vYvOJ ENVIRONMENTALNfHO STRESU V SEVEROZAPADNf CASTI CESKA: NOvE 
pfdSTUPY A METODY 

Clanek se vE'muje metodice hodnoceni krajiny z pohledu environmentalni geografie. Za
bYva se teoretickYm vstupem do problematiky, multikriterialni soustavou reprezentativ
nich indikatoru, ktere odrazi kvalitu jednotlirych slozek pnrodniho a socialniho subsyste
mu. Evnironmentalni stres (environmental stress) predstavuje prunik pusobeni stresoru na 
system kulturni krajiny. Lze jej chapat jako reflexi negativniho antropogenniho vlivu v ca
soprostorove dimenzi. Samotny proces hodnoceni environmentalniho stresu vychazi z mo
nitorovani negativnich vlivu. na pffrodni subsystem krajiny (relief, ovzdusi, voda, puda, bi
ota) a na humanni (socialni) subsystem krajiny (demograficke a ekonomicke parametry). 
Metodiku lze aplikovat na libovolne tizemi i v sirsich prostororych a funkcnich souvislos
tech. Oproti jinYm metodikam, ktere hodnoti antropogenni tlak na krajinu prostrednictvim 
zastoupeni jednotlirych kategorii vyuziti tizemi, navrhovany postup umoziluje zachytit i 
hybne sHy pffpadne stresory, lezicl mimo studovane tizemi, ovsem s vjraznYm vlivem naje
ho charakter ci kvalitu. 

Na trech modelorych tizemich, ktere se vyznacuji zcasti odlisnYm vyYojem a zejmena 
ruznYmi geografickymi predpoklady, dokumentujeme zmeny ve vyuziti tizemi v ruznych ty
pech krajin severozapadni casti cesko-nemeckeho pohranici od P9loviny 20. stoleti (obr. 1). 
Duvodu pro volbu zminene oblasti bylo nekolik. Severozapadni Cechy byly v minulosti ur
citym "barometrem", ktery avizoval zasadni zmeny ve vyYoji ceskych zemi a vetsinou sta
nul na cele techto zmen. At uz se jednalo 0 proces industrializace a urbanizace, ktera zde 
probihala v tesne vazbe na saska mesta v polovine 19. stoleti, ci otazky spojene s ekologic
kymi problemy. Ekologicky stres zesilil v 50. letech minuleho stoleti a 0 30 let pozdeji do
sahl jako v jedinem tizemi Ceska az kritickych hodnot. Zasazeny a poskozeny byly vsechny 
pffrodni slozky prostredi. Negativni dopad se projevoval a projevuje i dodnes na zdravi a 
psychice obyvatelstva. 

Negativni pusobeni Cloveka na krajinu, tedy zmeny v pusobeni antropogennich stresoru 
vyvolavajiclch ekologicky ci socialni stres v krajine, lze obecne casove seskupit do ruznych 
charakteristickych obdobi lidskych dejin. Muzeme rozlisit tfi zakladni vyYojove etapy ve ry
voji spolecnosti: preindustrialni, industrialni (ukoncena totalitni fazi) a postindustrialni. 

Ve vyYoji stresu sledujeme mezi totalitnim a postindustrialnim obdobim kardinalni zme
ny ve vyYoji environmentalniho stresu. Zatimco totalitni obdobi se vyznacuje dynamickym 
narustem ekologickeho stresu a s urcitYm posunem ("opozdenim") i stresu sOcialniho, v po
stindustrialnim obdobi sledujeme pokles tirovne ekologickeho stresu a opet s urcitYm posu
nem i stresu socialniho. Tato skutecnost spolu s amplitudou zmen (taje u ekologickeho stre
su v porovnanim se socialnim stresem dvojnasobna) nepochybne vypovida 0 vyssi dynami
ce zmen ekologickeho subsystemu a 0 vyssi setrvacnosti vyYojorych trendu subsystemu 
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socialniho. Tento fakt, uvazujeme-li indikatory vyuzite v ramci vYzkumu, ktere byly navr
zeny autory a zpresnEmy mezinarodni expertni komisi, muze svedcit 0 vyssi "zranitelnosti" 
ekologickeho subsystemu a 0 vetsi komplexnosti a yYvojove slozitosti subsytemu socialniho. 
Nepochybne dulezitou roli hraje velka propojenost socialnich prvku navzajem, kdy urcite 
negativni trendy mohou byt negovany protichudnymi tendencemi. Ukazuje se, ze napr. u 
ovzdusi ci vod lze provest relativne v kratsim casovem horizontu zmenu smefujici k pozi
tivnimu yYvoji, zatimco u socialniho subsystemu lze dosahnout zmen az v relativne dlou
hem casovem horizontu. Jista diferenciace je i u jednotlivYch elementu ekologickeho sub
systemu. Ukazuje se, ze rovnez i abioticke prvky podlehaji yYvojovYm zmenam rychleji nez 
bioticke. Stres zpusobeny znecistenym ovzdusim klesa daleko dynamicteji, nez stres "me
renY" napr. znehodnocenim lesnich porostu ci pudy. Pnkladem je spatny stay lesu v Krus
nych horach i po razantnim poklesu imisnich koncentraci. 

Obr. 1 - Geograficka poloha Bilinska, Petrovicka a Trebenicka v severozapadni casti 
Ceska 

Obr. 2 - Obecne schema pusobeni stresoru a vYskytu stresu v krajinnem systemu. V obraz
ku shora: hybne sHy, stresory, pnrodni subsystem (relief a pudy, ovzdusi, biota, 
vodstvo), socialni subsystem (rodinne vztahy, ekonomicke rysy, prostorova mobili
ta, populacni zmena), krajinny system. 

Obr. 3 - Schema DPSIR "Hybne sHy - Tlak - Stay - Impakt - Odezva". V obrazku shora: 
hybne sHy (hlavni odvetvove trendy, napr. v doprave, prumyslu, cestovnim ruchu 
a statni sprave), tlaky/stresory (lidske aktivity pnmo ovlivnujici system krajiny, 
napr. znecisteni OVZdUSl, odpady), stav/stres (zmeny stresu v krajine, napr. pfirod
ni a socialni stres), impakt (efekty zmeneneho prostredi, napr. pokles biodiverziy a 
environmentalni kvality), odezva (spolecnosti k reseni problemu, napr. vYzkum 
krajinne ekologickeho planovani). 

Obr. 4 - Prlimerne rocni koncentrace S02 and PM lO v modelovYch uzemich (J.lg.m-3). 
Obr. 5 - VYvoj ekologickeho (EcoS), socialniho (SocS) a environmentalniho (EnviS) stresu 

v modelovYch uzemich v obdobi 1950-2005. V legende shora: horska periferni kra
jina, intenzivni zemedelska krajina, tezebni krajina. 
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